
THE HOPE AND DESPAIR OF MARCUSE 

The key to hlnrcuse’s thought is his thesis that effec- 
tive social criticism depends upon a philosophy of 
two-dimensionality-that is to say, philosophy con- 
ceived primarily as a criticism of what is. Alasdair 
hlncIntyre rightly points out that Marcuse thinks the 
central concern of phiIosophy should be “with the 
structure of what can be thought and therefore con- 
fronts actuality with possibility.” His is a driving 
passion to correct. And the basic distinction that runs 
through all of hlnrcuse’s works and defines the dual 
dimension which generates serious thought is the 
distinction between things as they are and things as 
they might be. 

It is not difficult to see why Marcuse was drawn to 
dinlectical materialism: hlarx’s theory stressed the 
contrast between what man is and what he has the 
potential of becoming; it contrilsted the existing state 
of affairs under capitalism with a vision of the class- 
less society under socialism. In light of Marx’s mate- 
rialism, Miircuse wrote in an early essay (recently 
reprinted in Negations) that “given facts are under- 
stood as appearances whose essence can be compre- 
liended only in the context of particular historical 
tendencies aiming at different forms of reality.” At 
this time lie believed, with Mars, that knowledge 
of historical forces provides the essential weapon in 
the arsenal of social criticism and gives substance to 
one’s expectations of a new order of things. The early 
Marcuse and the young M a n  shared a Romantic 
craving for newness, and the dialectic of history 
seemed the ideal vehicle to satisfy it. 

But there were problems with the Marxian dialec- 
tic that would later cause Marcuse much intellectual 
anguish, and I will discuss two of them here. The first 
concerns the rigidity of hfarx’s later writings, a rig- 
idity that would seem to render social criticism irrel- 
evant. For as h h r s  came to identify socialism with 
the “real movement” of history, he increasingly 
viewed history as something independent of human 
effort, something which “worked with iron necessity 
toward inevitable results.” The results of history not 
only hac! to be but ought to /zave been as well. Thus, 
everything that happens is morally justified. (Or, as 
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Khruschev put it, we invaded Hungary in the name 
of history.) Now any theory that favors the autono- 
mous development of history cannot be of much use 
to one interested in pronouncing prophetic judgment 
on society. It lacks, as hlarcuse eventually under- 
stood, two-dimensionality. 

There is a? even more serious problem, though. 
Quite apart from the question of historical deter- 
minism is the fact that the dialectic-whether deter- 
mined or not-has not, in fact, delivered the goods. 
Capitalism has not begot its own negation, the pro- 
letariat is not conspicuously the engine of revolution, 
and in the industrialized countries of the West the 
dialectic has lost its “negative and oppositional con- 
cepts,” these having been tamed (in fact, absorbed) 
by the prevailing one-dimensionality. And so, as 
Marcuse noted in his introduction to One-Dimensional 
Alan ( 1966), hlarxian social criticism is no longer rele- 
vant to our situation. In capitalist-technocratic so- 
ciety, the revolutionary spirit has been dampened to 
the point of extinction. The result is a false conscious- 
ness, a “pre-conditioning” which heads off, in ad- 
vance, any meaningful protest and integrates society 
around its productive forces. There thus emerges, 
Marcuse writes in candid confession of his disap- 
pointment, “a pattern of ow-dirnensional thought and 
belzavior in which ideas, aspirations, and objectives 
that by their content transcend the established uni- 
verse of discourse and action are either repelled or 
reduced to terms of this universe. They are redefined 
by the rationality of the given system and its quantita- 
tive extension.” 

One-dimensionality is a metaphor which expresses 
the lack of basic oppositions in our society, as indi- 
cated by such traditional pairings as “fact-value,” 
“is-ought,’’ “reality-appearance” and, Marcuse’s fa- 
vorite, “essence-existence.” It  is a metaphor which 
expresses its author’s conviction that our critical 
faculties are dissolving into a bland acceptance of the 
status quo. As a consequence, our perception of in- 
justice and oppression is blunted. In the past, this 
perception was accompanied by a vision of a better 
and freer existence, a vision which wa$ translated 
through the imaginative agencies of art, philosophy 
and religion. Today, all three have merged into the 
flat, grey oneness of society. High culture has, as it 
were, been bought off and demoted to a commodity. 
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In One-Dimensional hian, Marcuse is particularly 
virulent in his criticism o€ the “behaviorism” and 
“functionalism” he takes to be the defining character 
of philosophy, sociology and other disciplines today. 

Many of his charges are unsubstantiated, although 
he does offer a number of important insights-and 
a pervasive sense of doom. One measure of Marcuse’s 
despair in this book is his reversion to Hegelian ab- 
stractions as a kind of lastditch effort to rekindle the 
burnt-out ashes of negative thinking. Perhaps “rever- 
sion” is the wrong word, for Marcuse has always 
seemed to me more Hegelian than hhrxian. In Hegel’s 
dialectical, two-dimensional world, literally every- 
thing is paired with its opposite; any given state of 
affairs wil l  soon be transformed into 3 contradictory 
state of affairs, and the actual is under the perpetual 
pull of the ideal. Thus, h4arcuse writes (rather 
blithely, considering Marx’s scathing disapproval of 
Hegelian idealism) : “The philosophical quest pro- 
ceeds from the finite world to the construction of a 
reality which is not subject to the painful difference 
between potentiality and actuality, which has mas- 
tered its negativity and is complete and independent 
in itself, is free.” Just how negative thinking will 
produce such a trans-temporal freedom is nowhere 
made clear by Marcuse. I should think it even less 
suited than Marx’s materialism to breik the hold of 
status quoism or dissolve the prized stabilities of the 
bourgeoisie. Despite the much-quoted line of Peguy, 
politics and mysticism have very little in common. 

e 

I believe that Marcuse wrote One-Dimensional 
Man out of sincere philosophical belief. But I cannot 
be persuaded that its wide audience has come to 
much understanding of that belief, for it is, at bottom, 
very fusty stuff, awkwardly written in a murky idiom 
that is very foreign to the pragmatic mentality of our 
power-hungry Left. I t  would be truly surprising if 
Hegel turned out to be the intellectual inspiration 
for a twentieth-century revolution! What is more, I 
don’t think that Marcuse himself would now try to 
ground social criticism in such distant abstractions. 
In fact, in his recent Essay on Liberation, he comes 
about face and seeks a biological foundation for 
socialism. This is certainly puzzling, but it strikes 
me as a far more promising approach. Marcuse’s at- 
tack on the Establishment is as unrelenting as ever, 
and he continues to call for new categories of social 
criticism. But, we are told here, “prior to all ethical 
behavior in accordance with specific social standards, 
prior to all ideological expression, morality is a dis- 
position of the organism.” In seeking an instinctual 
foundation for an ethic and a politics, Marcuse 

takes up a theme first sounded in Eros and Cioi l ix-  
tiori and joins a small but growing band of thinkers 
who are trying to elaborate what I call, for want of 
a better term, a biological humanism. 

M arcwe now formulates the problem like this: 
Even a biological organism is subject to societal 
norms. Society can, so to speak, manipulate man’s 
organic nature and impose its norms upon it. Our 
consumer economy und other policies of corporate 
capitalism have been only too successful in creating 
R “second nature of man which ties him libidinally 
and aggressively to the commodity form.” A kind of 
perverse sublimation, I suppose, is what Marcuse is 
getting at. Our consumer needs have become ersatz 
biological needs. Or, to put it another way, the coun- 
ter-revolutionary spirit is artificially embedded in our 
instincts. Marcuse puts it this way: 

A vested interest in the existing system is thus fos- 
tered in the instinchid struchire of the exploited, and 
the rupture with the continuum of repression-a 
necessary precondition of liberatioii-does not occur. 
It follows that the radical change which is to trans- 
form the existing society into a free society must 
reach into . . , the biological dimension in which the 
vital, imperative needs and satisfactions of man assert 
themselves. 

IV’hat Marcuse is saying is that liberation presup- 
poses a re-ordering of our instinctual needs. But he 
is also maintaining that the false, second nature 
formed by consumer addiction, etc., makes this vir- 
tually impossible. Liberation would mean “subversion 
against the prevailing interests of the great majority 
of the people.” If the values of our society (including 
those of science and technology) were re-ordered in 
accord with the demands of the life instincts, we 
would have, or be on our way to, a free society. But 
this can occur only after the “historical break in the 
continuum of domination.” And this vicious circle 
seems to me to rest upon a fundamental ambiguity: 
hifarcuse is not clear in his own mind about whether 
the revolution is to be based primarily on biology or 
on technology. Now he favors one, now the other, 
and sometimes both together. 

This paradoxical way of putting the problem is not 
at all helpful. But I understand Marcuse’s difficulty. 
I t  would be consoling to think that our “real natures” 
will win out, to affirm with Whitehead that the brain 
is continuous with the body and the body is con- 
tinuous with the rest of the natural world. But we 
cannot rely on the hope that our “basic instincts” will 
somehow steer us through the crisis. Marcuse under- 
stands very well that man can be conditioned to al- 
most anything. I t  is even within the realm of 
possibility that a human strain can be genetically 
bred to adapt to a teeming and polluted world-and 
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like it! But man’s predeliction for destructive courses 
of actioii niiist cnd, logically, in self-destruction. Per- 
haps only ii deep a~vareness of this fact w i l l  save us. 
Thus, .Itarcuse’s hope and despair derive neither 
from the categories he extrapolates from a hoary sys- 

tem of metaphysics nor from his pessimistic assess- 
ment of what our problems are (as many of his 
critics allege). The tnith, I believe, is more nearly 
that both are grounded in the nature of our prob- 
lematic selves, 

other voices 

CIVILIAN WAR CASUALTIES AND MEDICAL CARE 
IN SOUTH VIETNAM 
E.  A. Vnsttjaii of tlic Dcpartiiicnt of Hutiianitics, 
Pctiiisy/uaiii~i State Uniocrsity College of Aicdiciiic, 
is int crested in the ciciliun castralty “iirriiibcrs game.” 
H i s  concern with statistics is that they correctly rc- 
Jlcct ilic problciii of procitling udcqtiotc incdical c(irc 
for the p o p l c  of Sotrtli Victnairi. Pcrliaps most 
startlingly illcrstrutcd below is tlie lack of ackqrtatc 
c lu tc i  on tlic! tiuiiibcr of icar-iiijrrrcd civilians. Neuer- 
tlielcss, cstitiiates can be mode, as Air .  Vast!jaii 
shotus, and tlicsc iritlicatc tliut the tiunibers arc large 
itidcctl. I f  srrch cstitriates arc clisiiiissecl as “nicre 
8spcculatioti,” IL’C ccin ask if tlicrc is any cliunce for 
proper usscssiiicnt of tlic rcul iicctls of the Victtiutiiesc 

Only a 1/ortioii vf hfr.  Vustyun’s study is reprinted 
licrc, utid readers might ioish to consult his original 
urticlc idiich first uppcared in tlic April isme of the 
Aiiiials of Internal Medicine. 

po~”I1ucc. 

The plight of civilians who are casualties of the 
war in Vietnam stands in blunt contrast to the re- 
markable medical care available to injured Amer- 
ican troops, who are receiving what is clearly the 
best such care in military history. Among combatant 
casualties who reach medical aid, the death rate has 
fnllen from 4S5; in World War I1 and 2.5y in Korea 
to but 1‘); in Vietnam. One survey of a major Amer- 
ican combat hospital unit showed that patients ar- 
rived on an average of forty minutes after wounding; 
some were under expert medical care within five 
minutes. 

Accounts of the medical facilities and care avail- 
able to noncombatant casualties, on the other hand, 
use such descriptions as shocking, appalling, and 
frightful. Casualty statistics were not kept or appar- 
ently even attempted during the first three years of 
intensified hostilities; only estimates of the magnitude 
of war damage to civilians are available. Yet even the 
most moderate of these reveals massive suffering and 
a major tragedy. 

Between 1967-1969, the number of civilians killed 
or wounded each year has been behveen 100,000 to 

300,000, according to authoritative estimates [h’ew 
York Times, December 3, 1969; United States Sen- 
ate, Committee on the Judiciary, Subcommittee to 
Investignte Problems Connected with Refugees and 
Escapees: Civilian casualty and refugee problems in 
South Vietnam: findings and recommendations, U.S. 
Government Printing Office, 19681. Of these, an esti- 
mated 25% have been killed outright or have died 
seeking medical care or abandoned without any care 
[Subcommittee findings and recommendations, 011.- 
cif.; New York Times, December 12, 19671; and this 
figure has been sharply challenged as being far too 
low [ N e w  York Times, December 13, 19671. One 
knowledgeable estimate placed the civilian casualty 
toll as 1,000,000, with an estimated 300,000 killed, 
during a decade of war [Edward M. Kennedy: Ci- 
vilian war casualties in ~7ietnam, Congressional 
Record-Scncite, Dec. 22, 19691. . . . 

Civilian war casualties have been incurred by the 
South Vietnamese throughout the more than twenty 
years of a war that had already ravaged the country, 
but the magnitude of the problem burgeoned with 
the escalation of hostilities. After the first landing of 
U.S. Marines on hlarch 8, 1965, United States troop 
levels had reached more than 175,000 by the end of 
August, and major military engagements and casual- 
ties became routine. Widespread civilian casualties 
became routine as well. 

No reliable statistics regarding noncombatant in- 
juries or deaths in South Vietnam exist for periods 
before 1967. According to the United States Agency 
for International Development of the U.S. Depart- 
ment of State (USAID), such data were identified in 
the medical records of neither the Vietnamese nor 
United States hospitals concerned. In  response to 
increasing public pressure, the first authoritative esti- 
mates were made in April, 1967 and later clarified 
before esecutive sessions of a Senate Subcommittee. 
These indicated that each month approximately 1,200 
civilian war casualties were being admitted to the 
Ministry of Health (M.O.H.) hospital in 1965; these 
casualties increased to between 1,500 to 2,OOO in 1966 
and jumped sharply to 4,000 per month for 1967. Half 
t he  casualties that were actually occumng, it was 
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